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Theme six - Creating an exhibition 
The Route to the Hills project team would 
like young people to design an exhibition 
to tell the story of heritage in the town.

Curriculum Links 
English 
Pupils should acquire a wide vocabulary, 
an understanding of grammar and 
knowledge of linguistic conventions for 
reading writing and spoken language.

Use discussion in order to learn. They 
should be able to elaborate and explain 
clearly the understanding and ideas.

History 
Pupils should know and understand the 
history of the place where they live as a 
coherent, chronological narrative and 
know how people’s lives have shaped 
this locality.

Understand the methods of historical 
inquiry including how evidence is used 
rigorously to make historical claims, 
and discern how and why contrasting 
arguments and interpretations of the 
past can be constructed.

Geography 
Pupils should develop a contextual 
knowledge of the place where they 
live and be able to define physical and 
human characteristics.

Pupils should communicate 
geographical information in a variety 
of ways, including through maps and 
writing at length.

Theme Overview

6. Creating an exhibition
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Thinking about Exhibitions 

Historical displays in Malvern  

Malvern Museum is small but children 
could visit with family or carers to look 
at how the museum displays objects or 
tells stories. Which other buildings might 
be good places to visit for inspiration on 
displays?

Malvern Museum, as part of the Route 
to the hills, has created several loan 
boxes available for hire on various 
historical topics (see museum website for 
details). These can be used to help pupils 
understand how objects can tell stories. 
They may choose to use the objects in 
the boxes to form a display or they may 
create a heritage display based on 
items that pupils either bring in or create 
themselves based on their growing 
knowledge of Malvern’s history. 

It is also important to check all items 
against the list at the start and end of 
each session. Again, pupils can be given 
responsibility for this with supervision.

The rules 
The items in the loan boxes are there to 
be handled. However, it is important to 
establish the rules for handling objects. 
All of the objects are special and may 
be valuable. Ask pupils to set the rules 
for handling the items they select for 
their exhibition. Encourage them to think 
about having clean hands, holding 
objects with two hands, holding objects 
over a table. If the pupils set the rules 
they are more likely to stick to them. 

Malvern Museum in the Priory Gatehouse
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Invite pupils to select one object from the loan box, draw it or take pictures 
and explore different aspects of their object. Support young people to make a 
painting, sculpture, a piece of music, a documentary or other piece of artwork 
in response to their object. 

Young people can sit in a circle with an object at the centre, draw the object 
from one angle and then move around clockwise, taking the next person’s seat 
and redrawing the object from a new angle.

Select their own favourite object, not disclosing their choice to others, and then 
in pairs take turns to describe their object in five words and ask their partner to 
guess what it is. If their partner can’t guess suggest changing the words they use 
to describe the object. 

Place objects from the loan box individually in ‘feely bags’. Ask young people 
to use their hands to explore the objects and write notes about the shape, 
texture and what it reminds them of. Get them to think about a name for their 
object, these can be literal or imaginary if they want. Use the words that they 
come up with to create poems about their objects. 

T6 C1) Working with objects

T6 C2) Creating an arts and heritage pop-up exhibition

Choose an object from the loan box. Ask pupils to imagine this object could tell 
all its secrets. Who has owned it? Who has touched it? Where has it been? What 
adventures has it been on? Help them to write a short cartoon story about their 
chosen object’s adventures.  

Selecting objects to display

• Is there an object or theme that interests them that might make the subject 
of a wider display?

• What do they find interesting about stories?
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• What might they choose to use to tell the stories they have chosen about 
Malvern?

• Could they ask family and friends to bring in objects that could be used to tell 
their stories?

Invite pupils to create a pop up exhibition about an aspect of Malvern that 
interests them. They may choose to investigate one of the following themes:
• Inspiration all around us
• Creative Malvern
• The Water Cure
• Natural Malvern
• Scientific Malvern.

The background information in the five themed sections of these resources 
provides good starting points.

First of all, ask pupils when they might have seen an exhibition, at a museum, 
festival or event. What can they remember about the exhibition. What was 
good? What could have been better? Was it designed for children or adults?

There are lots of things to think about when creating an exhibition. Invite children 
to make suggestions of key things to think about. The list they develop should 
include:
• The subject of the exhibition
• Venue
• Objects and how they are displayed
• Labels
• Colour schemes
• Logos
• How stories are told 
• How much information is on labels (no more than ten words)
• How much information is on panels giving information (100 to 200 words)
• How easy or difficult is it to read the panels (size of text/font) 
• What else might be happening in museums or exhibitions when people are 

trying to read panels?

Pupils now need to make decisions. In small groups invite them to discuss:
• A theme for their exhibition
• Where to hold the exhibition
• Which stories to tell and how to tell the stories 
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• Which objects to include
• Which art forms work well to tell stories? (Photography, story-telling, creative 

writing, labels, drama, dressing up boxes, letters, cartoons, interactives, 
computer screens?)

Creating a display 
People visiting museums or exhibitions will spend 3 seconds in front of something 
they find a little interesting, 30 seconds in front of something they find interesting 
and 3 minutes in front of something that fully engages them. It takes an adult a 
minute to read 200 words so pupils need to think very carefully about how they 
use words either on labels or panels.

Pop up exhibition 
Finally ask pupils to create a pop-up exhibition about their objects (or school) 
telling their story of creating an exhibition at the museum.

To create their exhibition each child can:
• Create a piece of artwork
• Work on how items will be displayed (plinths, boards, cabinets)
• Write labels or text, act as a guide and share the exhibition with other children 

in the school.

The children could also ask parents, carers, grandparents and friends to 
contribute to the exhibition with objects or by sharing stories from the community.

When children are happy with their exhibition, they can invite other classes or 
parents to view it. They should then think about how to advertise their event, how 
to welcome people and how to share their stories through guides.

They may also choose to evaluate their exhibition by gathering feedback from 
visitors.
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Interpretation board template

Title: 7 words

Subtitle: 10 words

Main text: 30 to 60 words

Image caption: max 16 words

Nuggets of info: 20 words
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Example of an interpretation board



Copyright 

Copyrights of all materials published 
on this site are retained by the authors, 
creators and/or publishers and it is 
not our intention to infringe them. 
We ask that users of this site and 
resource equally respect those rights 
by crediting authors, creators and/
or publishers when using materials 
sourced from this site in any subsequent 
writing or posts on other websites.

The authors have endeavoured to 
find sources and seek permission to 
reproduce photographs, postcards, 
documents, maps and images. We 
will happily take down any images 
immediately if so required.

We are grateful to Malvern Library and 
Malvern Museum for their support in 
creating this resource. 

Copyright © Nigel Hooton All Rights 
Reserved 
P2 Photo of Malvern Museum
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